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Introduction 
 
Since Amazon acquired Ring Inc. in February 2018 for an estimated $1 billion, they 
have secured over 1,400 partnerships with law enforcement agencies who have access 
to consenting Ring users’ feeds and publicly available content uploaded to Neighbors––
the social media crime-reporting app. Neighbors is marketed by Ring as “your 
community coming together to keep you safe and informed” (Neighbors by Ring - Apps 
on Google Play, n.d.) and is a free for anyone to use and participate in, regardless of 
whether you own a Ring product or not. Although Neighbors is an “opt-in” application 
and users choose to upload content, Ring can disclose any content captured on a Ring 
device to law enforcement that complies with a warrant or is considered a “reasonable 
government request” (Cericola, 2020). 
 
While there is anecdotal evidence of reduced petty crime and solving local policing 
cases, privacy advocates are concerned about the potential for abuse of civil liberties in 
discriminatory community surveillance networks, like Neighbors, that are predicated on 
a false sense of increased security (Stanley, 2019) and are prone to the “policing of 
race in residential space” (Kurwa, 2019). These kinds of neighborly surveillance 
practices encourage “solutions” that far outstrip the infraction and escalate minor 
incidents into (potentially fatal) encounters with law enforcement (Gilliard, 2020). 
Examples gleaned from local posts, reviewed for this paper, included someone stealing 
a pot plant from a neighbor’s stoop, to which commenters replied calling the person a 
“low life”, “useless scum”, a “POS”, and “pathetic”. Similar moments of collective rage 
erupted over two kids dumping a mattress at the edge of someone’s property, a young 
teen charging her phone on someone’s front porch, and two youths making out on 
someone’s bench, which had neighbors invoke racialized and classed condemnations 
and encouraged the poster “call the cops”.  
 
Ring have also filed patents to incorporate the use of facial recognition technology in the 
cameras that could be applied to live feeds and recorded content. If automated, facial 
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recognition on community surveillance feeds could alert law enforcement to a crime as it 
occurs and identify the perpetrator in real-time. Although facial recognition is not 
currently part of Ring’s offerings, Amazon’s facial recognition program, Rekognition, and 
other competing vendors such as Clearview AI are already being widely used by law 
enforcement agencies, including ICE, who once they have access to community-
uploaded clips through the Neighbors app, could apply the facial recognition technology 
to the feeds retroactively.  
 
Over-surveilled and Under-represented 
 
Much important work has already been done to expose the “racializing assemblages” 
(Weheliye, 2014) of community-police surveillance networks and the fallibility of facial 
recognition technology (Benjamin, 2019; Browne, 2010, 2015; Buolamwini & Gebru, 
2018). This work highlights the paradox of the white-washed machine vision, which at 
once enacts the hyper-surveillance of Black and Brown bodies in order to control, 
constrain, and codify according to the surveillant police-state, while simultaneously 
underrepresenting people of color in training data sets. It presents the demand for 
transparency in service of the control society, while serving opacity when demands are 
made of its services.  
 
Joy Buolamwini calls this the “coded gaze” of artificial intelligence (AI), Ruha Benjamin 
(2019) says it is part of the “New Jim Code”, while Simone Browne (2015) explains this 
as a process of digital epidermalization drawing from Fanon to explain the digital 
imposition of race on the body. Luke Stark (2019) has likened facial recognition to the 
plutonium of AI, where the “racializing effects are so potentially toxic to our lives as 
social beings that its widespread use doesn’t outweigh the risks.” There are endless 
examples of “data violence” (Hoffmann, 2018), which expose the racialized and 
gendered biases that proliferate algorithmic logics. A review of comments on the 
Neighbors app will quickly confirm such moments of data violence where unknowing 
subjects are gendered, classed, and racialized by their condemning neighbors. 
However, this paper seeks to move the focus away from individual actions of bigotry 
towards the infrastructural backbone, made up of discourses and fixtures, which not 
only makes these interactions possible, but actively produces systems of inequality. 
This paper asks, what are these community surveillance infrastructures producing? 
Who do they serve? And how are they materially and discursively constructed? 
 
 
Understanding Ring as Infrastructural Power 
 
Legal scholar, Frank Pasquale (2019), has proposed a periodization schema for AI 
research, where the first wave of research focused on the need to diversify data inputs 
to achieve more accurate outputs, while the second wave is concerned with structural 
forces, issues of governance, and power inequities endogenous to societies of control. 
In line with second wave concerns and wary of the dangers of “predatory inclusion” 
(Taylor, 2019), this paper argues for an critical infrastructural approach that attends to 
the “complex material formations that operate at multiple scales”, recognizes  
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the “interconnections of media infrastructures with other systems”, addresses 
“difference and uneven conditions” which shape infrastructures, as well as the “labor, 
maintenance, and repair” required to sustain them (Parks & Starosielski, 2015).  
 
As protests against systemic racism and police violence erupted around the United 
States, spurred by the murder of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor and exacerbated 
by the disparate effects of the global pandemic on communities of color, Amazon has 
doubled its net profit year over year to $5.2 billion since 2019 (Faulkner, 2020) and 
Jeff Bezos has added $87 billion to his personal fortune since January 2020 (Toh, 
2020). Ring cannot be viewed in isolation of its entangled corporate owner, which 
relies on an ever-expanding infrastructural network, including surveillance of their 
highly prized package delivery service. Ring is more than individual community 
members installing sensors and cameras that extend beyond their properties into 
public spaces; it is the blurring of boundaries between police work and civilian 
surveillance, the reliance on obscured digital infrastructures that hide their labor 
and material supply chains, and expansion of Amazon’s vast infrastructural power. 
 
Laleh Khalili (2018: 915) defines infrastructural power as an assemblage of “practices, 
discourses, physical fixtures, laws and procedures” with the aim of (re)producing 
capitalist relations. This infrastructural power relies on private tech partnerships with 
law enforcement, community buy-in that more surveillance will improve safety, free 
labor from Neighbors uploading content, discourses of fear and paranoia, a vast 
network of physical fixtures such as sensors and cameras willingly installed by 
civilians, and laws that allow warrants and other “reasonable government requests” to 
access recordings. If the House judicial committee hearings on antitrust give us any 
insight into how this market power is built and wielded, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos said it 
best in an internal company email about the pending acquisition of Ring: “to be clear, 
my view here is that we’re buying the market position – not technology. And that 
market position and momentum is very valuable.” 
 
In addition to posts on Ring’s social media app Neighbors, I reviewed over 100 
product reviews on review websites Better Business Bureau (BBB), SiteJabber, 
Trustpilot, and Amazon’s marketplace. Both SiteJabber and Trustpilot, the two sites 
with star ratings, rated Ring 1.4 and 1.6 out of 5 stars respectively, while Amazon’s 
reviews ranged from 4.2 to 4.6 for different Ring products. The complaints shared a 
number of common themes including issues with connectivity, instances of 
hacking, and feelings of “bait and switch” where users could not access their 
recordings without signing up for expensive on-going subscriptions called 
“protection plans”, all of which provide ample evidence on how Amazon’s 
infrastructural power negatively affects customers.  
 
Looking vertically into Ring’s supply-chain you’ll find familiar OEM’s like Foxconn, a 
Taiwanese manufacturer, who are infamous for the exploitative and abusive labor 
practices (Condliffe, 2018). These oppressive labor regimes are reproduced 
throughout the Amazon supply-chain seen in their staunch opposition to labor 
unions and crackdown on whistle-blowers (Palmer, 2020), the dangerous 
conditions in warehouses and fulfilment centers (Heater, 2020), and their restrictive 
non-compete clauses, which many have argued rob workers the right to practice 
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their trade where they want (Jaret & Vaheesan, 2019; Novet, 2020; Vaheesan, 
2018). 
 
This paper aims to highlight the complex human and non-human entanglements that 
constitute community surveillance networks in order to move towards an infrastructural 
understanding of Ring products so that we may more effectively evaluate the social 
and material costs of such systems. This analysis reveals how each node in the 
supply-chain network is entangled with histories of settler-colonialism, racialization and 
gendered inequities. Bolstered by developments in cloud computing, concealing the 
human and nonhuman supply-chains, these systems are never detached from material 
inputs; rather, they are embedded in vast infrastructural systems and complex 
transnational supply chains powered by logics of extraction, circulation and 
accumulation of capital. Further research is crucially needed to understand the political 
ramifications of such private infrastructures that are taking on increasingly central roles 
in public governance, policing, and community networks. 
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